MAXI STEEL DENT STATION

Just WELD • PULL • TWIST! The Dent Fix MAXI DF-505/220V is a 220 volt single phase steel dent pulling station that provides the technician with the power they need to repair all types of steel damage while increasing the workers productivity and producing a clearer, better repair. This versatile tool will: Weld Pins & Keys, Weld a Slide Hammer directly to the panel, Weld a Light Pulling Rod, Weld Wiggle Wire for Even Crease Pulling, Weld a Rod for Leverage Pulling, & Shrink Metal.

NOW AVAILABLE

ACCESSORIES

- Ding Massager DF-505DM
- Magnetic Key Electrode DF-503KEM
- Twisted Keys DF-503KT
- Flat Keys DF-503KF
- Dust Cover DF-505DC
- Bridge Puller DF-505BP

NOW INCLUDED WITH NEW MAXI PURCHASE!

MAXI KIT INCLUDES:
- A Maxi 220 Volt Weld Unit
- Leverage Puller
- Two Bear Claws (9 Finger/4 Finger), 2
- Light Pulling Rods, 2
- Slide Hammer Rods with Strike Weight, Welding Electrodes (Key, Shrinking, Wiggle Wire, & Stud Pin), Sample Stud Weld Pins, and 1 Pound of Wiggle Wire.

OPTIONAL ROLLING STAND DF-509
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